
Should your community 

consider government shared 

services/consolidation?

Factors that contribute to a successful 

outcome (whether you consolidate or not)



Our background
Involved in Government Restructuring Issues 

for 15+ years

• Village of Fleischmanns Dissolution Study

• Town/Village of Lake George Shared Services Study

• Village of Lake George Dissolution Study

• Schuyler County Shared Assessment Services Study

• Saranac Lake Consolidation Study

• Ulster County Shared Planning & Economic Development Services Study

• Saugerties Town/Village Police Consolidation Study

• Schuylerville Village Dissolution Study

• Keeseville Village Dissolution Study

• Town/Village of New Paltz Consolidation/Shared Services Study

• Town/Village of Red Hook/Village of Tivoli Shared Services Study



Should you consider 

government consolidation?

A Successful project comes down to 5 

factors:

1. Clear goals for consolidation

2. Realistic expectations

3. Good working relationships

4. Sustained leadership

5. Patience



1.  Clear Goals
Why are you taking this on?

• Save money?

• Improve service delivery?

• Increase accountability?

If your goals are not clear at the outset, the 

process can easily get derailed.

(Hint:  consolidation is not a form of “regime 

change”—that’s what elections are for.)

“If you don’t know 

where you are going, 

you’ll end up 

someplace else.”



Consolidation is not a magic bullet. 

It requires trade-offs and choices.

• Cost savings vs. Personnel Cuts

• Economies of Scale vs. Local 

Responsiveness

There are few (if any) painless answers.

2. Realistic Expectations



3. Good Working Relationships

The best projects are built upon good 

information.  

Good information comes from cooperative 

partners.

Lack of trust makes the

process much more difficult 

and uncertain.



4. Sustained Leadership

Consolidation can be 

complicated.

You need a small core group that can:
• Keep people focused on the outcome

• Defuse ill will/conflicts

• Build community support for any 

recommendations to come out of the process 



5. Patience

It can take time to:

1. Get good information

2. Settle people’s nerves so they can look at it 

objectively

3. Let “knee-jerk” nay-sayers get it out of their 

systems

4. Get everyone on the same page.
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